Credit Card & ACH Vendor Listing

Contact: Courtney Huff, Direct of Operations
Phone: (888) 697-8831
Email: courtney@msgpay.com
www.msgpay.com/rcc

We have been a dedicated RCC partner since 2009 and are the leading provider of merchant services
for the energy industry. Our philosophy is to become a true partner to each of our clients. We deliver
solutions to enhance and streamline your operations. Our proprietary technology gives energy
companies the unique ability to qualify for Utility and Developing Markets programs simultaneously.
We have a proven track record reducing the cost of card acceptance. Utility Pricing can reduce
Mastercard and Discover fees by approximately 40%. Developing Markets pricing can reduce Visa fees
by approximately 20%.
Our long-term experience with RCC is a testament to our unmatched customer service. We make it
simple and straightforward to integrate our services. We look forward to partnering with you. Contact
us for a complimentary analysis to see how our technology benefits your bottom line.
Features Include: Credit card, ACH, and payroll direct deposit payments managed together, allowing
for easy bank reconciliation. Sensitive credit card data is tokenized and stored in a secure, PCIcompliant vault, giving you and your customers peace of mind. Complimentary Next Day Funding on
credit card processing, and 1-2 day funding on ACH. Convenient automated reporting delivers
transaction details to your inbox. Solutions for businesses based in the U.S. and Canada. RCC customer
references available.

Contact: Melissa Lewis
Phone: (913) 214-5022
Email: mlewis@basyspro.com
www.basyspro.com/

BASYS Processing offers an innovative and fully RCC
integrated payment gateway. With specialized utility
rates and next-day funding options, they work to help
business owners in the propane industry improve
cash flow and reduce expenses. When you work with
BASYS, the very lowest Level II/III rates are
guaranteed on all eligible transactions! Best of all,
they’re family owned and support their proprietary
gateway with an industry-leading, in-house support
team—when you call, a live voice will answer in 7
seconds or less.
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Contact: Alicia Bibeau
Phone: (763) 226-2003
Email: alicia.bibeau@e-hps.com
https://www.heartlandpaymentsystems.com

www.authorize.net

Heartland is the point of sale, payments, and payroll
solution of choice for all types of businesses that
need human-centered technology to sell more, keep
customers coming back, and spend less time in the
back office. More than 750,000 businesses trust
Heartland to guide them through market changes and
technology challenges, so they can stay competitive
and focus on building remarkable businesses instead
of managing the daily grind.

This is simply a gateway. We recommend MSG Payment
Systems as the contact company that handles your
accounts but most any company or bank could work with
this gateway. It has the most limitations as it cannot
handle credits coming from RCC. They also have a much
higher rate on ACH’s although they do offer the option.

